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Dear Cabinet Secretary, Chief Executive & Secretary of State,
Complaint re. ADD use in Scotland - "deliberate & reckless disturbance" of cetaceans
(European Protected Species); breach of Habitats Regulations 1994 and breach of Inner
Hebrides & the Minches candidate Special Area of Conservation
Please note that earlier today the Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture (GAAIA)
filed a formal complaint with the EC against the Scottish and UK Governments for the
"deliberate & reckless disturbance" of cetaceans (European Protected Species) via the use of
Acoustic Deterrent Devices (ADDs) on salmon farms in Scotland - including the breach of
The Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 (as amended in Scotland) and
breach of the Inner Hebrides and the Minches candidate Special Area of Conservation
(cSAC) for harbour porpoise submitted to the European Commission in 2016.
Read GAAIA's complaint to the European Commission online here
Based upon new scientific research - "Large-scale underwater noise pollution from Acoustic
Deterrent Devices (ADDs) on the west coast of Scotland" - presented earlier this week at the
European Cetacean Society together with previously published scientific studies, GAAIA
recommends that ADDs are banned immediately from use at all salmon farms in Scotland.

Scottish Natural Heritage referred to this research in an internal email in August 2016.
Reporting to SNH colleagues, Dr. Caroline Carter of SNH said:
"The Sound of Mull and Loch Linnhe were completely ensonified, and that the ADD signal
can be detected all the way across the Minch. There was preliminary analysis of how the
levels dropped with distance (from two locations) - from Portree the signal could be detected
out to 20km from source, in Lochmaddy the signal could be detected out to 30km. This is in
keeping with literature which suggests the signal can travel up to 50km."

The above document was obtained by GAAIA via FOI on 25 April 2017 (read SNH's
covering letter online here) - the FOI documents are available via:


Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document #1



Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document #2



Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document #3



Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document #4



Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document #5



Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document #6



Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document #7

GAAIA maintains that, at a bare minimum, all salmon farms currently using ADDs must
apply for a licence including detailed evidence that "there are no satisfactory alternatives"
(e.g. anti-predator nets, closed containment on land or startle devices).
Data disclosed by SNH via an Excel spreadsheet (Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017
document #6) details companies and regions which use and do not use ADDs:

A Scottish Government report - "Evaluating and Assessing the Relative Effectiveness of
Acoustic Deterrent Devices and other Non-Lethal Measures on Marine Mammals" published in 2014 stated that: "At least five different types of ADD are used in
Scotland....About half of all fish farm sites appear to use ADDs, but there is no register of
which sites are using what devices".

Data disclosed by SNH via Excel spreadsheets (Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document
#5 and Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document #7) effectively provides a register of
salmon farms using and not using ADDs. The ADDs reported as being in use during 2015
and 2016 (and ongoing during 2017) included:
ACE Aquatec
ACE Aquatec US 3
Air Db Plus 11
Airmar Db Plus 11
AIRMAR / MAG - MOHN AQUA GROUP
Airmar DB2
Lofitech universal scrammer
Mohn Aqua
Mohn Aqua Airmar ADD 2000
Mohn Aqua Airmar DB II
Mohn Aqua MAG Seal Deterrent
OTAQ SealFence
OTAQ SF3
Terecos DSMS 4
Of the 119 salmon farms which reported the use of ADDs during 2015*, 69 salmon farms
used an Airmar/Mon Aqua; 26 salmon farms used an Ace Aquatech, 22 salmon farms used a
Terecos, one salmon farm used a Lofitech and one salmon farm used an OTAQ.
* 1 October 2015 to 30 September 2016 is listed as the 'Application Period'; October 2015 is
listed as a 'Creation Date' and 1 February 2016 to 31 January 2017 is listed as the 'Licence
Period.

Note that the latest Scottish Government fish farm production survey 2015 - published in
September 2016 - reported 254 salmon farm sites but only 139 were active (i.e. 115 reported
zero production). In other words, it seems that the vast majority of active salmon farms use
ADDs.
More specifically, the Excel spreadsheet (document #5) includes 86 salmon farms where
ADDs were not used during 2015* - with various reasons listed why ADDs are not used:

Reasons listed why ADDs were not used included:
- "The use of ADDs has been refused by SNH due to cetacean movements in Scapa Flow. An
EPS license is required."
- "SNH have prohibited the use of ADDs in Rousay sound due to cetaceans. Prior to use an
EPS license is required."
- "Not allowed by Wholefoods accreditation scheme for which this site is part of."
- "Not allowed by SNH or planning authority due to perceived potential impact on
Cetaceans."
Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document #5 ADDs NOT used
* 1 October 2015 to 30 September 2016 is listed as the 'Application Period'; October 2015 is
listed as a 'Creation Date' and 1 February 2016 to 31 January 2017 is listed as the 'Licence
Period.
However, there were 119 salmon farms where ADDs were used and 103 salmon farms where
ADDs were "always on":

[Download data on ADD's used for the licensing period 1 February 2016 to 31 January 2017
via Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document #5 New version for ADDs only LIST of all
sites using ADDs]
Of the 135 salmon farms which reported the use of ADDs in 2016*, 67 salmon farms used
an Airmar/Mon Aqua; 33 salmon farms used a used a Terecos; 32 salmon farms used an Ace
Aquatech and 3 salmon farm used an OTAQ.
* 1 February 2017 to 31 January 2018 is listed as a 'Licence Period' and 1 October 2016 to 30
September 2017 is listed as the 'Application Period'.
In total, there are 135 salmon farms listed as using ADDs and 70 not using ADDs (9 sites
have no data available for ADD use). Of the 135 salmon farms using ADDs, 84 are listed as
"ADD Always On" and 50 as not "ADD Always On" (one site has no data re. the question
"ADD Always On").

Here's the 135 salmon farms listed as using ADDs (including 84 listed as "ADDs Always
On") - read the full list via Download SNH FOI 25 April 2017 document #7 ADDs used only:

A document circulated by the Sea Mammal Research Unit of St. Andrews University to the
Salmon Aquaculture & Seals Working Group in April 2016 included:

GAAIA is calling on MSPs to support a motion calling for the immediate ban on ADDs on
salmon farms to protect cetaceans. In particular:
Maureen Watt MSP is species champion for the harbour porpoise
Kenneth Gibson MSP is species champion for the blue whale
Peter Chapman MSP is species champion for the bottlenose dolphin
James Dornan MSP is species champion for the common dolphin
Richard Leonard MSP is species champion for the humpback whale
Richard Lochhead MSP is species champion for the minke whale
Tavish Scott MSP is species champion for the orca
Neil Bibby MSP is species champion for the Risso's dolphin
Kevin Stewart MSP is species champion for the Sei whale
Christina McKelvie is species champion for the white beaked dolphin
It is abundantly clear that this new scientific research blows the use of ADDs on salmon
farms out of the water. Please hear the clarion calls of cetaceans all around the Scottish coast

- stop noise pollution from salmon farms now. The use of ADDs is clearly 'deliberate' and
'reckless' and therefore constitutes a breach of the law.
The Scottish Government was warned on this issue back in 2013 when a report to Marine
Scotland - "Investigations on Seal Depredation at Scottish Fish Farms" - stated:

Salmon farmers are clearly caught between a rock and a hard place, between the devil and the
deep blue sea. On the one hand they can continue to shoot seals (and lose £200 million in US
exports) and on the other they can continue to use ADDs (in breach of the law). The industry
must bite the bullet and immediately install anti-predator nets and move salmon farms out of
the ocean.
GAAIA will be filing further FOI requests on this vital issue over the coming week.
For further information please read:
GAAIA's complaint to the European Commission (7 May 2017)
Media Backgrounder: ADDs & Salmon Farms (May 2017)
'FOI Backgrounder: ADDs & Salmon Farms' (May 2017)'
Sunday Herald: "Health of whales, dolphins and porpoises put at risk by underwater alarms"
Press Release: "Cetaceans Sound Alarm On Salmon Farms - new research sparks EC
complaint & call to ban Acoustic Deterrent Devices"

Yours sincerely,

Don Staniford
Director, Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture

